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Settlement and Integration Research

Editor’s Note …

Our theme for this edition of Cultures
West is Settlement and Integration
Research. In the following pages you
will find research projects from a vari-
ety of international, national, provincial,
municipal and local perspectives. We
also include initiatives by AMSSA
member agencies, Post Educational
Options for those interested in
studying settlement related issues
and a Bibliography of available
research. You will definitely find
our collection of articles insightful
and informative. Please read on!
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Through the early 1990s, Koreans, Hong Kong Chinese and Taiwan-

ese comprised an important part of these immigrants. After a slight

pause in the late 1990s, migrants from China and India dominated

the immigrant flows in areas such as the skilled labour category.

Central to these new policies was the recruiting of skilled labour

that would contribute to New Zealand’s economic development,

particularly the existing and emerging labour shortages. The issue

of foreign credential recognition very rapidly became something of

an issue. In the early 1990s, points were awarded for the completion

of various credentials with little consideration of how they trans-

lated to a New Zealand context and whether they would be recog-

nised in regulated professions. Some 600 doctors were admitted but

could not practise because the controlling professional body did

not accept their qualifications.

New Zealand’s International
Qualifications Recognition Program
by Paul Spoonley

In the last few years, the approach includes a much more active fo-

cus on settlement combined with a process that favours those who

have skills that are in short supply in New Zealand. The most signifi-

cant issue for New Zealand employers has been a major shortage of

skilled and professional labour, along with historically low levels of

unemployment. In July 2003, the Minister of Immigration announced

the introduction of the Skilled Migrant Category to emphasise the

use of migrant labour as a response to these shortages.

In this context, the credential recognition process is much more ex-

plicit. The New Zealand Qualifications Authority provides a list of

recognised qualifications and awarding institutions. For example,

immigrants from Canada can check under Canada and find a list of

the qualifications and institutions which are automatically recog-

nised and for which a specific points value will be allocated. If the

“ … immigrants from Canada can check under Canada

and find a list of the qualifications and institutions which

are automatically recognised … ”

New Zealand adopted a points system for selecting immigrants, similar to that of Canada’s, after

a review of immigration policy in 1986. The changes were implemented in 1987, and immedi-

ately and significantly changed the ethnic composition of immigrant flows.

The political reaction meant that something needed to be done. New

Zealand responded by placing the emphasis on assessing the cre-

dentials in the recruitment and evaluation process prior to approval.

The first change in 1995 was to grant points for those who could

obtain statutory registration from local bodies who recognized pro-

fessional qualifications, combined with a validated offer of six months

employment. The aim then, and now, is to reduce post-arrival em-

ployment problems, although there were provisions for obtaining

support to complete a New Zealand qualification. This support dis-

appeared in 1999 when student allowances were withdrawn for the

first two years after arrival.

qualification is not on this register, then they

can seek a Pre-Assessment Result (cost $NZ75)

from the Evaluation Service. All this can be

done on-line. If local registration is required

with a professional body, this must also be

completed.

For an applicant, the advice and recognition

process is now reasonably straightforward

and is a major improvement on earlier pro-

grams. But there is still concern that New Zea-

land employers are reluctant to recognise
overseas qualifications even if they have been assessed and ap-

proved by the New Zealand Qualifications Authority. Despite expe-

riencing major labour shortages, some employers remain sceptical

and at times hostile to overseas qualifications, especially from Asia

and the Middle East. Addressing this issue has now become an im-

portant focus in migrant settlement policy.

Professor Paul Spoonley (Massey University, New Zealand) is funded
by the Foundation for Research, Science and Technology to research
labour market outcomes for immigrants.
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In 1995 the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of

Canada (SSHRC) and Citizenship and Immigration Canada (CIC)

announced “Immigration and the Metropolis”—a joint initiative

to establish Centres of Excellence for Research on Immigration and

Integration. The following year CIC and SSHRC launched the first

phase of the Metropolis Project to address the challenges and capi-

talize on the opportunities associated with migration and the inte-

gration of ethnic, racial and religious minorities in large cities. The

Project, now with five Centres of Excellence (in the Maritimes, Mon-

treal, Toronto, the Prairies and British Columbia) involving 20 Cana-

dian universities, is in the middle of its second 5-year phase.

The goal of the Metropolis Project is to improve policies for manag-

ing migration and diversity in major cities. This it does by:

• enhancing academic research capacity;

• focusing academic research on critical policy issues and policy

options;

• developing ways to facilitate the use of research in decision-

making; and

• examining key policy questions with a comparative lens.

One factor influencing the design of the Project was the knowledge

that the success of migration and integration policies would require

the support of all levels of government, NGOs, the private sector

and the public at large. Another key factor was the reduction in public

spending that forced governments to re-evaluate priorities and to

seek strategic alliances. In the case of policy development, organiz-

ers recognized the need for further investments in knowledge and

that the new alliances with universities, research institutes and think

tanks should facilitate such knowledge. They felt that by bringing

scientific knowledge to bear on complex, strategic issues that cut

across several jurisdictions, more robust public policy would result.

This appears to have been the case. In 1999 the Project won the

Head of the Public Service Award for Excellence in Public Policy.

Research, Cities and People
 by Steven Morris and John Biles

The Project in Canada

In Canada a number of federal departments and agencies support

Metropolis. CIC provides a small team to lead Project co-ordination

and strategic direction setting. The Team stewards the project on

behalf of an inter-departmental committee that meets quarterly. In

this second phase of the project, each meeting has focused on a

horizontal policy issue like social capital, regionalization, public space,

poverty, justice and security, language and residential concentra-

tions.

The five Centres of Excellence involve several hundred affiliated re-

searchers, graduate students and post-doctoral fellows. Federal, pro-

vincial and municipal governments, NGOs and private sector

representatives participate actively on the management and advi-

sory structures of all the Centres.

The International Project

At the first international Metropolis conference in 1996 there were

20 countries, four international organizations and 300 researchers

and policy makers. The International Project is now a partnership of

policymakers and researchers from 30 countries. These include:

Canada, the United States, most of western Europe, Israel, Argentina,

and the Asia-Pacific Region, as well as inter-governmental and non-

governmental organisations, such as the European Commission,

UNESCO, the International Centre for Migration Policy Development,

the International Organization for Migration and the Migration Policy

Group. In 2005 over 1,000 participants are expected to attend the

Tenth International Conference in Toronto (October 17–21).

The Project has given rise to international comparative research

projects across national boundaries including Great Britain, Germany,

Australia, New Zealand, Italy and Israel on topics such as: public atti-

tudes towards immigration and ethnic diversity, transnational

communities, barriers to employment, political participation of new-

comers, and other aspects of immigrant integration.

Metropolis has developed a number of initiatives to ensure that

knowledge gained is knowledge shared.
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Together, the national and international projects comprise a network

of roughly 7,000 experts on immigration and diversity from around

the world, making it the largest network of its kind focused on these

issues. This network is connected through websites, through annual

face-to-face meetings, and through an extensive series of publica-

tions.

Knowledge Transfer

Generating knowledge through multi-sectoral, international part-

nerships has been a challenge, albeit one that it appears Metropolis

is able to overcome. For example, in 1998 the Project won an indus-

try award for its interactive network of websites, co-managed by

universities and government agencies.

Notwithstanding this success, it is difficult for Metropolis to ensure

the effective spread of knowledge across its network and with other

key decision makers. Consequently, Metropolis has developed a

number of initiatives to ensure that knowledge gained is knowledge

shared. In general these are evenly divided between opportunities

for face-to-face interaction, and publications aimed at a range of

audiences.

Face-to-face exchange takes place at:

• Annual high level national and international conferences at-

tended by Ministers of national and state governments, mayors

of cities, key academics, senior government officials and NGOs.

Each conference features high-level plenary sessions on topical

issues. They also offer numerous workshops where participants

engage in intense conversations, exchange information, and work

through policy problems and issues together.

• Comparative policy-research seminars on topics like transnational

communities, managing divided cities, labour market barriers,

second-generation immigrants and education, and the future of

multiculturalism.

• Public panels in the Metropolis Presents series that bring experts

from several countries together on particular topics like citizen-

ship, youth gangs, media and diversity, and diversity and national

identity.

• The Metropolis Conversation series with small, closed-door dis-

cussions on immigration levels, accreditation and labour market

outcomes.

Publications range from the thousands of peer-reviewed articles

generated by the researchers in the network, to magazines bring-

ing together all three sectors (government, researchers, and non-

governmental organizations) on a particular policy topic. The Project

strives to produce publications that bring the expertise of the net-

work to bear on particular policy issues from multiple vantage points.

For example:

• Partnership with the Association for Canadian Studies to produce

special issues of Canadian Issues/Thèmes canadiens, its magazine

on challenges and opportunities facing immigrants in Canada,

and the grant and contributions of refugees in Canada.

• Partnership with the journal Canadian Ethnic Studies to produce

special issues on identity and diversity, intersections of diversity,

regional immigration policy, and the future of multiculturalism.

• In addition to special issues of magazines and journals, Metropo-

lis also produces its own publications like the Canadian project’s

annual newsletter, the international project’s annual World Bulle-

tin and bi-monthly update, the Dispatches from Metropolis.

• The Centres of Excellence produce numerous “working papers”

and policy papers. Also, the Prairie Centre publishes the quarterly

Journal of International Migration and Integration (JIMI).

In the Spring of 2006 Cultures West readers will have an excellent

opportunity to participate in the Eighth National Metropolis Con-

ference which is being held in Vancouver, BC.

John Biles is the Director, Partnerships & Knowledge Transfer with
the Metropolis Project, Ottawa. Steven Morris is a Senior Project
Manager. To get placed on the Metropolis mailing list contact the
Project team by e-mail at canada@metropolis.net.

VANCOUVER HOSTED METROPOLIS’ third National conference

in 1999, and the 5th International conference in 2000. In 1999

then Immigration Minister Lucienne Robillard spoke on im-

migration policy and the role of Metropolis research in devel-

oping policy. At the international conference her successor,

former Minister Elinor Caplan, joined a ministerial panel with

counterparts from the US, Italy and the Netherlands. They dis-

cussed meeting the challenges of demographic change, the

international competition for skilled immigrants, and the fac-

tors that would affect a society’s ability to receive large num-

bers of immigrants.
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In May 1999, 905 Kosovar refugees arrived in British Columbia as

part of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR)

humanitarian evacuation from camps in Macedonia. The settlement

of the Kosovars is unique to BC, as it was the first time a large number

of government-assisted refugees had been ‘dispersed’ to cities out-

side the Lower Mainland since the resettlement of Vietmanese refu-

gees in the 1970s. Our research analyzes the difference that place

makes in the settlement of refugees in BC. The findings highlight

employment prospects and the presence of family as major factors

influencing the success of settlement.

The federal government seeks to spread the new immigrant popu-

lation around to include smaller cities, potentially through policies

of dispersed settlement, also known as regionalization. The idea is

that all parts of the country benefit from the skills and other assets

that new immigrants bring with them. In the case of government-

assisted refugees, the logic is a bit different. Refugees often require

more support and services in settlement due to the distinct and

usually adverse conditions of their departure from home and their

arrival in Canada. They are less likely to have the high levels of edu-

cation or financial assets that economic immigrants bring, and are

more likely to have special needs. In Europe, policies to disperse

asylum seekers have been framed within a context of ‘sharing the

burden.’

This study examines:

1) whether the Kosovars are likely to stay in these communities.

2) whether the host communities could provide the Kosovars with

the language, employment and settlement services they required;

and

3) will they stay or will they go?

Most Kosovars plan to stay in their original host cities. Almost all

interviewees in Chilliwack and Abbotsford are satisfied with their

location and new lives (they are also the most likely to have full

employment). Those who intend to move cite larger cities in BC,

Alberta and Ontario. Kosovars in Kelowna and Vernon are more likely

to talk about moving than are other Kosovars, mainly because they

cannot find employment. They see bigger centres like Edmonton,

Calgary, Ottawa and Toronto as prospects for higher-paying jobs in

industries, such as manufacturing, which are better suited to their

employment experience and skills.

Remaining close to extended family also factors into the decision to

stay or to leave. Kosovars who came to BC were grouped together

with as many extended family members as possible and assigned

to the same host community. Most view this favourably; however it

is also a potential problem for those who wish to move from the

Interior. The cost of moving an entire extended family on a limited

income is prohibitive for most, and is therefore not a choice for them.

The settlement of Kosovars in British Columbia is a qualified suc-

cess. Do smaller cities facilitate faster integration? While some do

argue this, we did not find evidence to support it in our study.

Kosovars interviewed in Vernon, for example, experience significant

difficulties in obtaining official language learning and employment,

while those in Abbotsford are far more successful. The success of

these municipalities will be measured not only by their ability to

attract immigrants from various backgrounds, but also by their skill

in keeping them and assisting in their transition to becoming full

participants in Canadian society.

The Settlement of Kosovar Refugees
in Smaller BC Cities
by Kathy Sherrell, Fisnik Preniqi & Jennifer Hyndman

“The idea is that all parts of the country

benefit from the skills and other assets that

new immigrants bring with them. ”

The immigrant and refugee-serving sector identified the settlement of Kosovar refugees who ar-

rived in British Columbia in 1999 as one of its research interests. In addressing this issue, our

principal question was whether the settlement of Kosovar refugees outside the Lower Mainland

worked.

This project was a partnership between researchers at Simon Fraser University and at Immigrant Serv-
ices Society of BC. Funding was provided by Metropolis through a competitive grant, and included field-
work in Kelowna, Vernon, Abbotsford, Chilliwack, Surrey, Burnaby, and Vancouver.

For full text see 2004 working papers #04-06 and #04-10 on the Vancouver Metropolis website (under
research and policy) at http://riim.metropolis.net/frameset_e.html
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For answers to Mind Buster Quiz,
see page 27.

1. Most immigrants to Vancouver enter

via the family class.

� True

� False

2. Other than English and French, the 2

leading languages in the Vancouver

metropolitan area are Chinese and

Punjabi.

� True

� False

3. Over 50% of recent immigrants to the

Vancouver metropolitan area have a

university degree.

� True

� False

4.  Recent immigrants in the economic

class chose to settle in the Vancouver

mainly because of the lifestyle.

� True

� False

5. Since 1996 the largest numbers of

immigrants to BC have come from

China, India and Hong Kong.

� True

� False

6. The Chinese make up over 20% of the

immigrant population of BC.

� True

� False

7. In 2001 over 10% of BC immigrants held

citizenship in Canada and at least one

other country.

� True

� False

8. Most recent immigrants to BC are non-

Christians.

� True

� False

9. Overall there are more female immi-

grants to BC than there are male.

� True

� False

10.The BC Provincial Nominee Program was

created to get immigrants elected.

� True

� False

mind buster quiz
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Regional Immigration and Dispersal:
Immigrant and Municipal Experiences

in Kelowna and Squamish, British Columbia
by Margaret Walton-Roberts

In recent years federal immigration ministers have considered immigrant dispersal as a way to en-

hance regional development and redistribute immigrants away from Canada’s largest cities. In the

case of British Columbia there is a contradiction between the aspirations of the federal government

to disperse immigrants to smaller communities, and the current provincial trend to cut back on services

outside of the main urban centres. In this article I present four findings from research on immigrant

settlement in the city of Kelowna, and the small traditionally resource-based community of Squamish.

Firstly, in both cases municipal governments played little if any ac-

tive role in immigrant recruitment, but with more provincial fund-

ing cutbacks they were increasingly responsible for funding

mainstream services that assist immigrant newcomers in their com-

munities. This was particularly evident in Squamish where the Howe

Sound Women’s Centre assisted immigrant women, yet its provin-

cial funding was withdrawn in April 2004. According to immigrants,

the major issues that affected their local settlement were linked to

provincial control, such as language instruction, and accreditation

issues. These all raise the importance of developing integrative and

cooperative plans for any kind of immigrant dispersal initiative that

involves service providers, and all levels of government.

Secondly, the pre-existing social and economic context is a crucial

determinant in successfully attracting and retaining immigrants to

an area. In Kelowna, agricultural employment was the traditional

mainstay for immigrants, but as new immigrants move into an in-

creasingly service-oriented economy, they face a tight labour mar-

ket especially if they possess qualifications that are not recognized.

Although Kelowna has a population of over 100,000, it is in the

smaller community of Squamish that immigrants expressed greater

job access and availability because of the proximity of Whistler and

its labour demands. Therefore, with the right social and economic

conditions, small communities can exhibit good immigrant reten-

tion rates.

Thirdly, demographic change has been a major justification for main-

taining relatively high immigration numbers, but the demographic

profile will also determine the economic needs of communities.

Many smaller communities in the hinterland are moving away from

resource dependence. As the communities age and their demo-

graphic profile becomes more like retirement communities (as in

Kelowna), the economy is increasingly orientated to personal serv-

ices, in particular health care. This shapes the labour needs in these

locations, and there is potential for integrating some kind of regional

immigration system in certain occupational sectors. For example, one

clear labour shortage occurring in Kelowna is in the skilled trades,

an occupational category independent immigration criteria has not

traditionally encouraged. If the very nature of regional immigration

is to fill labour shortages, coordination and cooperation between all

levels of government need to be a central component of any policy

framework.

Finally, general service cuts and immigrant settlement fund reduc-

tions result in diminished support for integrating immigrants in gen-

eral, but have particular force in rural and northern BC. Any federal

government plans to enhance immigrant dispersal cannot achieve

success in a provincial political context of service retrenchment out-

side of the metropolitan cores.

Funding for this research was provided by the Vancouver Centre of
Excellence for Research on Immigration and Integration in the Me-
tropolis (RIIM). The full text is available under Metropolis Working
Paper 04-03 at http://www.riim.metropolis.net/frameset_e.html

Margaret Walton-Roberts is an Assistant Professor in the Depart-
ment of Geography and Environmental Studies at Wilfrid Laurier Uni-
versity, Waterloo, Ontario.

“If the very nature of regional immigration is to fill labour shortages,

coordination and cooperation between all levels of government need to

be a central component of any policy framework.”
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Immigrant employment earnings at entry declined from 1980

through the mid 1990s – from just under $40,000 to just over $20,000.

When compared to average Canadian levels, earnings of skilled work-

ers one year after arrival dropped from 123% in 1981 to 75% in 1991.

For skilled workers who had been in Canada for five years, the aver-

age fell from 129% in 1985 to 110% in 1990.

Since the latter half of the 1990s, as the economy picked up after the

recession, new arrivals saw their earnings begin to rise more rapidly

but “scarring” was evident for those who arrived during the reces-

sion. For example, employment earnings of 1995 arrivals now ex-

ceed those of the 1991 cohort. This scarring has also affected

elements of the Canadian population who entered the labour force

in that same period.

At the same time, low-income rates have been increasing for all im-

migrants but mainly for those recently arrived. Between 1980 and

2000, the gap in low-income rates between Canadian-born and re-

cent immigrants increased from 7.4 percent to 21.5 percent. As the

low income rate for Canadian born declined, the rate for foreign born

increased. By 2000, 36% of immigrants who arrived in Canada in the

previous five years were living in a family with income below the

“low income cut off”. Only immigrants who had been in Canada for

20 years or more saw their rates of low income decline over this 20

year period.

Why has the economic performance of recent immigrants deterio-

rated? Those who report having difficulty finding employment im-

mediately after arrival cite a lack of Canadian experience, recognition

or transfer of foreign credentials and language as their three big-

gest challenges. Employers cite similar challenges in hiring immi-

grants - language, credential recognition and lack of Canadian

experience.

Given this, the Government has announced new funding to address

foreign credential recognition and to enhance language training

to better meet the needs of the labour market. Working with pro-

vincial governments, a number of programs are being developed

to identify skills upgrading and to remove any impediments to cre-

dential recognition. Also in development is an internet portal which

would include an objective on-line language assessment tool, in-

formation on credential recognition and links to other Canadian

sites with information on communities, employment opportunities,

etc. Enhanced language training will focus on job-specific language

skills commensurate with immigrants’ skills and credentials.

Economic performance is not the only objective of integration pro-

grams, but being self sufficient and not in poverty is an important

condition for social inclusion and for social cohesion. The challenges

of the 1990s may turn out to be largely the result of cyclical influ-

ences, but research suggests that there is more to it. The Canada of

the 21st century is a very different place with a very different labour

market than the Canada of the 1970s and 1980s. Consequently we

must keep a close eye on barriers to integration and on domestic

conditions to ensure continued successful integration of newcom-

ers into Canadian economic and social life.

Martha Justus is Research Manager of Priorities, Planning & Re-
search with Citizenship and Immigration Canada.

“As the low income rate for

Canadian born declined, the rate

for foreign born increased.”

Labour Market Integration
of Immigrants in Canada
by Martha Justus

Successful integration of immigrants into the Canadian labour market is essential. Historically, im-

migrants have outperformed Canadians in the job market. At landing, the average immigrant

earns less than the average Canadian, but their performance improves rapidly. Most catch up to

or surpass similarly trained Canadians within a relatively short time. Earnings of selected skilled worker

immigrants equal or surpass the Canadian average as soon as one year after landing. These results have

been observed repeatedly through time, but recently patterns have changed.
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Post Secondary Educational Options
In Migration & Interculturalism
By Sonia Susin

MIGRATION

Immigration Practitioner Certificate

Centre for Intercultural Communications,

University of British Columbia, Vancouver, BC

www.cic.cstudies.ubc.ca/programs.htm

★ A one-year, part time program covering topics such as cross-

cultural communication skills, negotiation, problem-solving and

team building.

General Certificate in Refugee and Migration Studies & Gradu-
ate Diploma in Refugee and Migration Studies

Centre for Refugee Studies, York University, Toronto, Ontario

www.yorku.calcrs/Education/general_certificate_programme.htm

★ Certificate program allows undergraduate students to take

refugee and migration courses while completing their degree

requirements.

★ Graduate students can pursue a diploma by specializing and con-

ducting research in refugee and migration studies.

Masters in Immigration and Settlement Studies

Ryerson University, Toronto, Ontario

www.ryerson.ca/gradstudies/immigration/

★ Facilitates student interaction with researchers in the Metropolis

Project and the Joint Centre for Research in Immigration and Set-

tlement (CERIS) while completing the Masters program.  Also has

unique practicum opportunities.

Program of Migration and Diversity Studies
Metropolis Institute, Ottawa, Ontario

www.institute.metropolis.net

★ Offers 13 one-day courses that provide expert training based on

current cutting edge research in immigration, integration and di-

versity issues. Tailored to policymakers, they are available to civil

servants from all levels of government, as well as leaders from

Non-Governmental Organizations.

ETHNIC AND INTERCULTURAL RELATIONS

Intercultural Education and Training Diploma

University of Victoria, Victoria, BC

www.uvcs.uvic.ca/iet/welcome.htm

★ Students will gain a better understanding of the issues connected

with intercultural relations, racism, cultural conflict and cross-

cultural communication, and the various approaches to their

resolution. Ideal for professionals working or planning to work

in a multi-cultural or cross-cultural environment.

Certificate in Intercultural Studies

Centre for Intercultural Communications

University of British Columbia, Vancouver, BC

www.cic.cstudies.ubc.ca/programs.htm

★ A one year professional training program for individuals who

want to work in immigration and related sectors, and who want

to learn about immigration law.

Ethnic and Intercultural Relations Certificate
Simon Fraser University, Burnaby, BC

www.sfu.ca/sociology/03undergraduate/certificate_programs.html

★ An interdisciplinary program open to undergraduate students

planning to work in multicultural or cross-cultural settings.

Offers students the opportunity to explore causes of unequal

treatment, to compare social justice issues internationally and

to develop strategies for social change.

Graduate Collaborative Program in Ethnic and Pluralism Studies
University of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario

www.utoronto.ca/ethnicstudies/

★ Offers the opportunity to take courses outside of student’s de-

partment or faculty while working towards an interdisciplinary

specialization in ethnicity at either the Master’s or PhD level.

In today’s increasingly interdependent world, community workers, educators, and other profession

als are recognizing the need for an understanding of migration, ethnicity and intercultural commu-

nication. This is particularly so in Canada with its diverse ethnic and immigrant population. Many

universities and colleges across the country are now offering innovative new programs that explore

migration trends and policies, and ethnic and intercultural relations from a multidisciplinary perspec-

tive. These programs are ideal for individuals developing careers in the immigrant settlement sector,

conducting research in the field, or applying ethnic and intercultural expertise to their profession. Full

and part time Certificate, Diploma, Bachelor’s, Masters or Ph.D. degree programs are now available in

many of these exciting fields of study.
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Multicultural Studies Bachelor of Arts
University of Windsor, Windsor, Ontario

http://athena.uwindsor.ca

★ A humanities-based program that has gained international

recognition for both enhancing human values and preparing

participants for the multicultural work environment.

Anti-racist Research and Practice Certificate
York University, Toronto, Ontario

www.yorku.ca/admissio/undergrad/programsofstudy/template.

asp?id=320

★ Provides comprehensive knowledge on how to challenge sys-

temic and institutional racism, with a special focus on address-

ing issues in the workplace, educational and health care sectors,

immigration, law enforcement, media and the expressive arts.

Course work includes research in the multicultural communities

of Toronto.

Canadian Ethnic Studies Minor Concentration
McGill University, Montreal, Quebec

www.coursecalendar.mcgill.ca/Frameset.html

★ Offers a structured framework to study the range of social scien-

tific approaches to the study of ethnic diversity in Canada.

SUMMER INSTITUTE WORKSHOPS

Intercultural Communications Summer Institute
UBC Centre for Intercultural Communications

University of British Columbia, Vancouver, BC

http://cic.cstudies.ubc.ca/

★ For the working professional who wants to be effective in inter-

national and multicultural settings. Workshops, presentations

and discussions highlight the awareness, knowledge and skills

needed for effective intercultural communications.

These post secondary programs prepare many students for careers

in community, public and private positions, as well as further aca-

demic pursuits. Gwynneth Wong, who completed the Intercultural

Education and Training Diploma Program at the University of Victo-

ria, has this to say about her experiences. “The IET program has given

me an opportunity to explore cross-cultural issues and develop a

greater awareness and identity of the intercultural aspects within

myself. Being interdisciplinary it offers a variety of perspectives and

was a great preparation and bridge between my scientific bachelors

and graduate program.” Gwynneth is now working on a Master of

International Public Health at the University of Sydney in Australia.

Studies in migration and ethnicity are both practical and applicable

to one’s career. The programs offer career development opportuni-

ties for career professionals who are preparing to serve both Cana-

da’s multicultural communities and the international domain in their

given work environment.  Participants gain a comprehensive skill

set that is highly valued by employers in the respective sectors.

Sonia is currently pursuing the Ethnic and Intercultural Relations
Certificate program at Simon Fraser University and completed her
practicum studies with AMSSA.

Now Available!

AMSSA's 2005 Multifaith Calendars

For more information visit www.amssa.org

or phone 604-718-2784 or 1-888-355-5560

to place an order.
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Collingwood is a predominantly residential neighborhood of

significant ethno-cultural diversity within the City of Vancou-

ver. It is home to 42,000 people, only 32% of who have Eng-

lish as their first language (compared to 51% citywide). The com-

munity consists of Chinese, Filipino, South Asian, Italians, Portugese,

Vietnamese, First Nations, Scottish, Irish, and German residents.

Volunteers established the Collingwood Neighborhood House (CNH)

in 1985 to provide family and childcare services. The funding agen-

cies, the City of Vancouver and United Way, mandated a culturally

diverse organization, so the founders created language and ethnic

diversity. Later they addressed other issues of access such as age,

ability, and socio-economic situation. The CNH was one of the first

institutions in Vancouver to develop a multicultural policy. This re-

search project examines how this was done, and the circumstances

that made it possible.

The CNH is known for its innovative practice of diversification, and

its ability to create and maintain a place for everyone. In 2002, the

agency’s programs and services reached an estimated 60-86% of

the neighborhood’s population. Among its successes, several differ-

ent religious groups share the facility to study and worship. Another

is the establishment of a community-leadership training institute

that recruits from within under-represented and at-risk communi-

ties. A third is its intercultural exchanges through children, food and

the arts. Moreover, these initiatives have generated an attitudinal

shift among the community where people see each other as assets

Learning from the Local:
Vancouver’s Collingwood Neighbourhood House
by Leonie Sandercock

rather than just people in need.

CNH does more than just respond to local needs. First, the organiza-

tion’s real purpose is to build community, and it believes that it can-

not do this by providing culturally specific services. The very idea of

a ‘neighborhood house’ implies a place with no shared interest other

than creating a community based on common residency. Thus the ap-

proach to programming is intercultural. Second, the services are not

provided merely to meet a need. They also provide places where

people meet and connect through engaging in activities together.

Third, residents are engaged as researchers in their own commu-

nity, which further helps to establish contacts, build relationships,

and empower locals to become involved in the decision-making and

programming at the CNH. The CNH also conducts regular anti-rac-

ism education programs, and models that community is built

through inclusion rather than through drawing boundaries.

CNH’s achievements have required patience, deliberate outreach,

and a stable organization that residents get to know and come to

trust over time. Small day to day decisions by everyone affects who

feels at home or who has access to community and identity. The

artwork on the walls, the language of a pamphlet, the faces behind

a desk, the height of a water fountain, can all signify inclusion – or

exclusion.

Care goes into recruiting new staff, Board members, and volunteers

who have cross-cultural experience and a demonstrated apprecia-

tion of diversity. The ongoing commitment is reinforced by paying

attention to diversity throughout the entire institution, from strate-

gic directives to daily operations. Finally, the funding model is unu-

sual. After initial dependence on the City Council and the United

Way, the CNH successfully pursued a wide range of funding sources,

so that if any one source is withdrawn, the operation does not col-

lapse.

This intricate web of reasons for the CNH’s success prevents us from

generalizing it as a model to be imitated in other cities in other coun-

tries. This particular case involves philosophical, political, and/or fi-

nancial support from two tiers of government, the engagement of a

mobilized civil society, and the development of a complex funding

model. Nevertheless, it is a living example of the importance of poli-

cies and programs that emphasise the daily and ongoing negotia-

tion of difference through coming together on common projects

and in everyday activities of survival and the reproduction of life.

Leonie Sandercock is a Professor in Urban Planning & Social Policy
at UBC’s School of Community & Regional Planning.

THE CNH ACHIEVEMENT IS ATTRIBUTED TO A FOUR-PART
ORGANIZATIONAL FRAMEWORK:

• Differentiated benefits: building community by ensuring

personalized flexibility within broad-based programs; con-

stantly monitoring the diverse needs of communities; and

regularly evaluating programs against these assessments.

• Inclusive participation: conducting concerted outreach and

building personal relationships in all communities to ensure

diverse participation in programs and decision-making.

• Varied discourse: initiating and facilitating opportunities for

dialogue that bring people together, enable them to talk

through conflicts, and build community leadership capacity.

• Inclusive definitions: creating a sense of ownership and be-

longing in the organization among all communities, by mak-

ing the organization accessible to and reflective of local

diversity.
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Richmond Centre

Metrotown

Edmonds

Recent Immigrants and Low Income

1 - Recent Immigrants >= 25%

2 - Recent Immigrants >= 25% and Incidence of Low Income >= 33.33%

3 - Recent Immigrants >= 25% and Incidence of Low Income >= 50%

With a start date of May 2004, this project is still in its early

stages. The aim is to identify neighbourhoods in the

Lower Mainland where high concentrations of new im-

migrants co-exist with low incomes. Our research goal is to high-

light areas where recent immigrants are ‘at risk’ of homelessness.

Hidden homelessness likely exists among new immigrants in the

Lower Mainland, hidden in the sense that families may be doubling

up as a coping strategy in light of high rents in this urban region.

Homelessness is extremely difficult to find, measure, and remedy.

Stories of homelessness among new immigrants, especially Conven-

tion Refugees, are not uncommon, but the extent and nature of

homelessness remain relatively unexplored in the BC context. Ac-

cording to a Greater Vancouver Regional Development report, in

1996 immigrants constituted one of the two largest subgroups at

risk for homelessness (women being the other).

The first set of results of the Longitudinal Survey of Immigrants to

Canada by Statistics Canada tells us that 15% of all new immigrants

to Canada settled in Greater Vancouver, and that 81% of new immi-

grants to Canada had arranged housing before their arrival. Of those

who came to Vancouver, 41.3% selected the city based on the pres-

ence of family and friends already here. Over 75% of immigrants

stated that they had to look for further housing after their arrival. It

seems reasonable that family and friends’ homes may be the first,

temporary destination for many new immigrants. After initial land-

ing, however, little is know about housing experiences and chal-

lenges for this group.

We expect that the research will enrich understanding of housing

conditions and poverty among recent immigrants in the Greater

Vancouver and ideally aid other working in the immigrant and refu-

gee-serving sector and in the area of housing for low-income house-

holds. The accompanying map illustrates some preliminary findings

about areas where large proportions of new immigrants reside and

where high rates of poverty exist. We will be targeting our research

to examine, in particular, the Edmonds and Metrotown areas.

For more information about this research project, please contact the

authors the Department of Geography, Simon Fraser University

through hyndman@sfu.ca.

Housing and Homelessness Among Recent
Immigrants in the Lower Mainland
by J. Hyndman, N. Schuurman & R. Fielder

Greater Vancouver:

Recent Immigrant Concentrations
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Regional
Roundup

BCBCBCBCBCRegional
Roundup

Agency: CENTRAL VANCOUVER ISLAND

MULTICULTURAL SOCIETY

Project: SAFE HARBOUR

Last June 30 people representing18 businesses and agencies in

Nanaimo’s downtown core took the first training to become Safe

Harbour locations. These businesses and agencies are taking a

proactive stand against racism and hate, while also becoming mod-

els for other community businesses and agencies. Safe Harbour lo-

cations commit to:

• Treating customers, clients and workers with respect and if an

incident of racism or hate occurs in their place of business, to

take the matter seriously and to take steps to address it.

• Offering a safe refuge for those experiencing hate or racist moti-

vated attacks.

• Training key staff with a short orientation on the program and

employee responsibilities, plus information about diversity and

available community resources.

The Central Vancouver Island Multi-

cultural Society’s Action for Diversity

Team created the Safe Harbour program

to get agencies, organizations, businesses

and institutions active in making their re-

gion one that respects differences and

welcomes diversity.

For more information, check out www.

diversityteam.org.

Agency: CANADIAN JEWISH CONGRESS,

PACIFIC REGION

Project: LAUNCH OF 2004 TRIENNIAL HIGHLIGHTS

At the Canadian Jewish Congress, Pacific Region’s Triennial meeting,

over 200 members of the community turned out to elect the new

administration, thank outgoing Board members and hear from com-

munity leaders. Representatives from various NGO’s, ethnic, Aborigi-

nal, and faith-based groups were also in attendance.

 

Highlights from the event included an insightful keynote address

from Professor Ed Morgan, Faculty of Law, University of Toronto.

Outgoing Chair Nisson Goldman reflected on the past, while incom-

ing Chair Mark Weintraub presented his vision for the future of CJCPR,

and a larger design for the future of Jewish advocacy affecting the

quality of Jewish life in Canada.

Full texts of all the remarks are available at: http://www.cjc.ca/docs/

RD/145_Colour%20-%20Triennial%20Highlights.pdf

Agency: GREATER VANCOUVER JEWISH

COMMUNITY IMMIGRANT INTEGRATION

COUNCIL

Project: IMMIGRANT INTEGRATION COUNCIL

Shalom BC and JFSA launched the Immigrant Integration Council.

This multicultural group, with representatives from many countries,

offers new immigrants the tools, guides and support they need to

smooth their integration into the Vancouver Jewish community and

the Canadian way of life. Through the intercultural exchange, a shar-

ing of different cultures and mutual learning the council breaks down

language and cultural barriers. The Council is working towards build-

ing an all-inclusive Jewish community.

 

Agency: SURREY DELTA IMMIGRANT SERVICES

SOCIETY

Project: ACCREDITATION

The Society participated in its site visit in the fall of 2003 and in the

spring of 2004 succeeded in their goal of acquiring accreditation

status for the Society.  The goal of accreditation was a wonderful

acknowledgement to receive as the Society was celebrating its quar-

ter century of service to the community.

In addition, the 9th Annual Cultural Diversity Awards in March 2004,

was a huge success – drawing a large crowd and recognizing some

outstanding community businesses who practice cultural diversity

in their workplace
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Agency: MULTICULTURAL HELPING HOUSE

Program: KATHARA WORKSHOP

Vancouver renowned performance group Kathara Canada will be

providing workshops for new immigrant multicultural youth.  The

project is a series of ethnic dance, drumming, music, martial art, visual,

and theatrical workshops and incorporates peer-led dialogues on

issues involving marginalisation. Youth will also examine issues of

violence, racism, bullying, and peer pressure. The workshops begin

in October and wrap up with an arts and culture performance and a

documentary presentation.

For more information, call 604.879.3277, email info@helpinghouse.

org or visit www.helpinghouse.org

Agencies: VARIOUS

Project: INTERNATIONAL QUALIFICATIONS PROGRAM

In February 2004, the International Qualifications Program, in partner-

ship with Citizenship and Immigration Canada, funded 16 explora-

tory and developmental projects across the Province. The following

reports and/or materials represent the outcomes of these projects

for AMSSA member agencies.

• Skilled Immigrants as Community Assets (Central Vancouver Is-

land Multicultural Society). To support the conceptualization and/

or development of strategic integrated bridging services for

skilled immigrants in the Nanaimo area.

• Bridge to Your Future (Chilliwack Community Services). To develop

specific tools: an employment readiness assessment; an employ-

ment and program assistance matrix and a “Passport to Work”

that summarizes the immigrant’s personal employment goals.

• Promising Practices in Workplace Practice Opportunities
(Immigrant Services Society of BC). To describe the role that work-

place practice opportunities play in the full range of training,

educating and employing skilled immigrants.

• Skilled Immigrants and Labour Market Access in the Capital
Region (Inter-Cultural Association of Greater Victoria). To conduct

a needs assessment, environmental scan, and facilitated strate-

gic planning process involving a broad range of stakeholders to

build regional capacity to address the labour market integration

of skilled immigrants in the Capital Region District.

• Towards an Integrated Assessment and Bridging Program in
BC’s Construction Industry (SUCCESS). To develop a comprehen-

sive strategic plan to increase the employment of skilled immi-

grants among construction contractors.

Kudos

Ken McAteer

Heartiest congratulations to Ken McAteer for receiving the

AMSSA Riasat Ali Khan Diversity Award 2004. Ken has been a

volunteer with Scouts Canada for over 46 years. He observed

that Scouts Canada programs were not meeting the needs

of many ethno-cultural communities in BC, and that Scout-

ing could play a role in the settlement and integration of im-

migrant and refugee youth and their families. Ken initiated

more inclusive, diverse-focused programs. First, he pioneered

and chaired a Task Force on Multiculturalism at Scouts

Canada and transformed it into the Cultural Diversity Advi-

sory Committee. He also developed the Divesity Training

component for Scout Canada’s Adult Leadership Training

Program and conducts many of the sessions himself.

Ken has also provided exemplary leadership in the wider

community. He served as chair of the Advisory Council to

the Provincial Minister of Multiculturalism, helped initiate

the Multicultural Home-School Liaison Workers Service in

the Burnaby School District, served as a charter board mem-

ber of the Burnaby Multicultural Society, charter member

of the Consortium of Organizations for Diversity in Educa-

tion (CODE) and an adjudicator of the annual I-STAR Ismaili

Youth Awards.  Ken’s ongoing dedication is an inspiration

to all and we salute him.

AMSSA established the annual Riasat Ali Khan Diversity
Award soon after Khan’s death in 2003 to honour his many
years of dedicated service to multiculturalism, anti-racism
and inclusion in BC. AMSSA invites Member Agencies to
nominate deserving British Columbians who are devoted
to diversity in their communities.

(L-R) Ken McAteer receiving his award from Erwin
Nest, Chair of the Riasat Ali Khan Selection Committee
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Immigration and the Changing Face
of Greater Vancouver
by Daniel Hiebert

during the same period, suggesting that

immigration contributes to the well-being

of the economy generally, although immi-

grants themselves are frequently experienc-

ing difficulty. This is the real policy challenge:

how to ensure that the host society and

newcomers both benefit from immigration.

Immigrant Population (% of total) 2001

N

N

Source: Statistics Canada, 2001 Census

Vancouver CMA

City of Vancouver

Source: Statistics Canada, 
2001 Census Data, Vancouver 
CMA and City of Vancouver
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The accompanying maps provide a clear il-

lustration of the importance of immigrants

in the ongoing development of the Vancou-

ver metropolitan area. In 1971 there were

about one million people living in Greater

Vancouver and the vast majority were Ca-

nadian-born. The relatively small population

of immigrants were mostly of European ori-

gin and tended to live in neighbourhoods

near the core of the region, particularly the

east side of the City of Vancouver. Thirty

years later, by 2001, the regional population

had doubled. The bulk of this increase was

the product of immigrants and their chil-

dren. In fact, in the 1990s, immigrants were

responsible for about 90 percent of popula-

tion growth in Greater Vancouver. Two ma-

jor changes have occurred in conjunction

with large-scale immigrant settlement. First,

since the 1970s, most immigrants have come

from non-European countries, particularly

those in eastern and southern Asia. Second,

the social geography of the metropolitan

area has also been transformed, with immi-

grants living in a large number of neighbour-

hoods and suburbs.

In other words, immigration is bringing

about fundamental change in the nature of

Vancouver’s society. How well is this proc-

ess working? While the answer to this is far

more complex than could be delivered in

such a brief article, a couple of comments

are in order. The first is that we are begin-

ning to see the broad outlines of the eco-

nomic impact of immigration. Careful

analysis of census data shows that immi-

grants are not faring as well in today’s

economy as they were doing 30 years ago,

as Martha Justus discusses in her article (see

page 9). Rates of unemployment among

newcomers are higher, and earnings are, in

relative terms, lower. These sobering facts are

drawing keen attention from researchers,

advocates and, of course, government. At the

same time, the poverty rate among the Ca-

nadian-born in Greater Vancouver has fallen

My second comment has to do with public

perceptions about immigration. Readers

who have lived in Vancouver over the last 20

years or so will probably remember a

number of times when it seemed that the

general public was critical of immigrants. In

the 1980s, for example, the “monster house”
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 “Residents of Greater Vancouver are highly supportive of multiculturalism.”

conflict seemed to suggest irreconcilable

differences in the landscape aesthetics of

people from British vs. Chinese backgrounds.

There was a sense, frequently reported in the

newspapers, that immigrants were “taking

over” certain neighbourhoods and destroy-

ing their historical sensibilities. More re-

cently, certain immigrant groups have been

reputed to have high rates of criminal activ-

ity. There have also been public accusations,

on the part of immigrants from non-Euro-

pean backgrounds, of widespread racism in

Vancouver. Encountering these stories could

easily create the impression of a sharp so-

cial division between Canadian-born and

immigrant populations.

While I do not wish to minimize these issues,

a recent opinion poll conducted by research-

ers affiliated with the Metropolis project pro-

vides instructive information. Residents of

Greater Vancouver are highly supportive of

multiculturalism (over 90 percent of survey

respondents); around 70 percent believe

that immigrants and refugees contribute

positively to the economy; over two-thirds

believe that the benefits associated with

immigration outweigh attendant problems;

and 86 percent agreed with the statement

“my culture is accepted in Canada”. The most

interesting finding of the survey is that, on

all of these issues, the opinions of those born

in Canada, those who settled in Canada at

least 10 years ago, and those who arrived in

the last decade, were virtually identical. In

other words, relatively positive public atti-

tudes on immigration and multiculturalism

in Greater Vancouver are widespread, and

are voiced by immigrants and the native-

born alike.

Bringing these two comments together,

there is cause for both hope and concern.

On the latter note, there is definitely need

for greater effort to ensure that immigrants

are able to put the skills they bring to good

use. That a growing proportion of immi-

grants uproot their lives, bring needed skills,

and yet settle here in poverty, is unaccept-

able. But the former point should not be for-

gotten: efforts to facilitate better settlement

outcomes can be undertaken in an atmos-

phere of public support. This is certainly not

the case in most other countries that are

experiencing rapid immigration, where

negative attitudes tend to prevail.

Daniel Hiebert is a Professor in the Depart-
ment of Geography at UBC, and Co-Director
of the Vancouver Centre of Excellence for
Research on Immigration in the Metropolis
(RIIM).
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MULTICULTURALISM
and

LOCAL GOVERNMENT
in

Greater Vancouver
by David Edgington

Only a few municipalities in Greater Vancouver have devel-

oped anything like a necessary range of policies and pro-

grams to deal with a more diverse population, and these

are mainly in the region’s traditional core areas.  So suggests the

results of the access and equity survey in Greater Vancouver. Ac-

cording to the survey, this is due partly to either perceived or real

resource and jurisdictional constraints, which impedes effective lo-

cal responses to international immigration. Local authorities in

Canada currently lack constitutional obligations to respond to higher

levels of immigration and a more multicultural population. This no

doubt conditions and constrains attitudes among elected officials

and municipal staff, as well as limits the scope of effective response.

While there is often an impression that Greater Vancouver’s new

immigrant population is concentrated in just a few municipalities,

Figure 1 shows significant numbers of visible minorities are distrib-

uted throughout the region, including north shore municipalities

such as the City of North Vancouver. However, according to 1996

census data, fewer numbers of visible minorities are recorded fur-

ther east along the Fraser Valley, especially in the City of Langley

and the District of Mission, although certain outer suburban authori-

ties, like the City of Abbotsford, have experienced significant growth

in visible minorities.

Despite the dramatic shifts in the composition of local populations

that the above figures imply, we know very little about how local

municipal governments have responded, either by way of provid-

ing services to assist the settlement of new immigrants in their com-

munities or to address on-going issues of

multiculturalism. In a country that depends so

much on immigration to maintain its demo-

graphic balance, it is important that we explore

how we welcome and help new immigrants to

integrate, not only into Canadian society at large,

but also into local communities. For instance, are

key council policies and documents translated?

Do councils and their staff provide specific forms

of outreach that allow visible minorities to par-

ticipate in planning issues? Moreover, is there a

wide variation in the provision of multicultural

policies and programs by local councils through-

out the Greater Vancouver area? To what degree are local govern-

ments in our region ‘multicultural ready’ and willing to take proactive

steps to provide services and programs to their ethnic populations?

The survey asked local municipalities to report on the use of official

multicultural policy statements, whether they used interpreting and

translation services, the steps they took to inform all residents about

available services, and special consultation and participation tech-

niques for non-English speaking minorities. Finally, it inquired about

whether local governments nurtured locally-based Non Governmen-

tal Organizations (NGOs) that dealt with immigrant community is-

sues.

Those municipalities operating successful and innovative programs

tended to be those that were already committed to a high level of

social planning for the local community (e.g. cities of Vancouver, Rich-

mond, Burnaby and Surrey), and so had a level of capacity to de-

velop multicultural planning programs as their communities became

more and more diverse during the last decade. These councils are

often the older and therefore often the richer local municipalities in

the region. But as future waves of immigrants settle further east-

wards along the Fraser Valley, the lower level of ‘multicultural readi-

ness’ found in the outer and newer municipalities may prove

particularly problematic. This is important as local government has

an important role in providing access and equitable services for new

immigrants. Indeed, despite the substantial part that governments

and NGOs play in this area, the local city may have a special respon-

sibility as it is often at the front-line of issues (schools, policy and

community groups) as a consequence of our region’s changing de-

mographic profile.

From David W. Edgington and Thomas A. Hutton, “Multiculturalism
and Local Government in Greater Vancouver,” Vancouver Centre of
Excellence: RIIM, 2002, available at http://riim.metropolis.net/
Virtual%20Library/2002/wp02-06.pdf.

David Edgington is a professor in the Department of Geography at
the University of British Columbia.

Figure 1 (below)
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Principles of Research Collaboration:
Community-University Research Partnerships
by Leslyn V. Johnson (ed)

In 2003, AMSSA partnered with the Immigrant Services Society

of BC, and professors from Simon Fraser University, the Univer-

sity of British Columbia, and Sir Wilfrid Laurier University, to lead

a consultative process with BC immigrant and refugee serving agen-

cies to develop a settlement research framework. The framework is

based on the needs, concerns, and gaps in knowledge as identified

by community agencies working in the sector. The goal is to pro-

mote community-based research founded on the promising prac-

tices that engage all interested parties, not just immigrant and

refugee-serving agencies. The research framework is built on the be-

lief that community-based research has the potential to enhance

immigrant settlement services, settlement outcomes and eventual

integration.

AMSSA and our partners developed principles of collaboration for

Community-University Research Partnerships (CURP) as a central com-

ponent of this framework. The principles are designed to ensure an

equal role in the identification of research priorities, and in the re-

search process.

Advantages of Community University Research

Partnerships

• It is the immigrant settlement sector that identifies the research

as being relevant and of high priority.

• Immigrant and refugee-serving agencies are able to participate

in all aspects of the research from the outset to its completion.

• Either party can initiate research projects by engaging in dialogue

and forming ongoing relationships.

• CURP establishes clear guidelines by assigning roles and respon-

sibilities to avoid inequities and inefficiencies in research rela-

tionships.

• Dissemination is possible through diverse venues and innova-

tive methods. Immigrant and refugee-serving agencies and uni-

versities may have different research goals, and it might be

desirable to produce findings in different formats, including aca-

demic journals and policy-oriented or advocacy papers.

Outcomes & Principles

The following principles of collaboration were derived from the May

13, 2003 consultation with representatives from the BC immigrant

and refugee-serving sector.

• Equitable partnerships in research design, implementation, and

information dissemination;

• Equitable partnerships and contributions that enhance capacity,

ability, and knowledge of both collaborating partners;

• Client-centred informed consent and confidentiality assurances

that include information on dissemination strategies and

timelines available in a linguistically and culturally appropriate

manner;

• Client-centred inclusiveness with comprehensive support to

ensure their full participation;

• Participants should be recognized and compensated for time

spent;

• All research participants should receive linguistically and cultur-

ally appropriate information (including research design, plan

and findings);

• The research participants’ well-being should prevail over aca-

demic priorities and/or outcomes (in cases of conflict of inter-

est), notwithstanding respect for the genuine findings of

collaborative research;

• Development of an environment that promotes learning for all

of those involved in the research process.

The complete report on this Community-University
Research Partnership is available at http://www.
gis.sfu.ca/CURA/

 “The research framework is based on the belief that community-

based research has the potential to enhance immigrant settlement services,

settlement outcomes and eventual integration.”
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Women Working in BC’s Agricultural
Sector Face Significant Hardships
by Leslyn V. Johnson (ed)

Over the last several years, the Penticton and Area Women’s

Centre (PAWC) and Abbotsford Community Services (ACS)

have been conducting research on agricultural workers. ACS

was evaluating the need for childcare among agriculturally em-

ployed women, who are often recent immigrants to Canada. PAWC

was researching the safety of women farm-workers in the Okanagan

area.

PAWC and ACS realized that in addition to needing increased serv-

ices, their respective populations faced many struggles that were a

result of the policy and legislation that governs various aspects of

their daily experience. The organizations collaborated with each

other and directly with farm-women to define the relevant issues,

and trace them to legislation governing women working in agricul-

ture. Status of Women Canada provided funding and researchers

Willow Brockë and Jacqueline Pizzuti-Ashby were employed.

The following are brief summaries of the areas of concern raised by

the women who participated in the research focus groups.

• Rural women in BC lack access to daycare, transportation, serv-

ices, affordable housing, computer technology and training. In

addition, BC Benefits rates do not reflect the increased costs as-

sociated with rural living, and this creates additional hardship.

Recent re-centralization of services, and cuts to programming add

to the distress of rural women, as does the trend towards the

delivery of government services via the Internet - to which rural

women often lack adequate access.

• A high percentage of farm labouring families in BC are immi-

grants. Current makeshift arrangements for home-based

childcare among families of immigrant seasonal workers can, in

some instances, be problematic for the safety and well-being of

children. However, the issue of providing adequate professional

childcare is complex, including economic, cultural and logistical

factors and must include ongoing education and outreach be-

fore appropriate childcare services can be delivered effectively.

• Women working on farms face considerable constraints in their

ability to save adequately for retirement. These include needing

to re-invest earnings in land, equipment, supplies etc. Those who

are self-employed generally have low net incomes that make it

difficult to contribute to CPP or RRSP over time. Rules regarding

the Canada Pension Plan, Old Age Security and Guaranteed In-

come Supplement do not reflect the realities of the farming busi-

ness, or women’s contributions to family owned farming practices.

• Current rules of sponsorship for immigrant women place them

at higher risk for domestic and economic abuse. This is due to

long-term financial depend-

ency, and is compounded by

discrimination by health

service providers, non-recog-

nition for foreign credentials,

lack of access to ESL and

other training, exploitation

and/or abuse from employ-

ers, inadequate access to le-

gal information, inadequate

access to social assistance,

and inadequate access to subsidized childcare and housing.

•· Migrant and Immigrant women farm workers experience signifi-

cant levels of violence, sexual violence and harassment in their

workplace environments. Contributing factors include isolated

working and living conditions, lack of adequate information, lack

of transportation, lack of access to services, economic and lan-

guage barriers and cultural factors.

Concluding Overall Recommendation

Due to the far-reaching concerns and related safety implications

faced by women in the BC farming industry, the agencies believe

that ongoing strategies will be required to effectively address the

issues outlined in the full report. They also recommend that ACS and

PAWC collaborate with the Farm and Ranch Safety Association

(FARSHA) to form a Women’s Safety Division of FARSHA. The pur-

pose of this division will be to provide an ongoing platform from

which to address the special safety concerns of British Columbia’s

women farm workers.

The agencies also suggest that the partners jointly seek core fund-

ing from the Workers Compensation Board to hire a half-time Coor-

dinator for this Women’s Safety Division. This Coordinator will oversee

the undertaking of further research, project development, educa-

tion, seeking of specific project funding, and possible staffing for

projects to address the special safety concerns of women working

on BC farms.

For more detailed information or to access the complete report, con-
tact Abbotsford Community Services @ www.abbotsfordcommunity
services.com or 604. 859.7681 or the Penticton and Area Women’s
Centre @ http://okwebbers.com/kim/PAWC or 250.493.6822.
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This research examines the processes of settlement and com-

munity formation that African immigrant men and women

experience in the Greater Vancouver area. The diverse ethnic,

national, linguistic and religious backgrounds of immigrants from

Africa, combined with their relatively small numbers, creates par-

ticular challenges for new immigrants. On the one hand, in spite of

this diversity, new identities of an ‘African immigrant community’

seem to be emerging. On the other hand, the community is

residentially dispersed, without a ‘centre’ for congregation, and with

few services although its members are among the poorest groups

in the city. With the exception of one report commissioned by the

provincial government, there has not been any research on African

immigrants in British Columbia. The research is expected to help to

remedy this situation.

Drawing from an earlier pilot project, this research will focus on two

main sites:

1) Employment, including issues of volunteer work, foreign creden-

tials, language and accent, under-employment, and discrimina-

tion in the labour market.

2) Practices of belonging and community formation, including is-

sues of identity formation, networks, and community activism.

Researchers also look at gender differences between men and

women and parenting, including experiences with schools, social

services, generational and cultural differences.

African Immigrants in Vancouver
by Gillian Creese

The research design involves focus groups and interviews. The fo-

cus groups will identify key issues facing African men and women,

issues relating to the two sites identified above and other issues that

may emerge. The focus groups will also refine the scope of the re-

search, aid in developing an interview schedule, and generally pro-

vide a forum for broader community involvement in research design.

After piloting the interview schedule, we will conduct in-depth in-

terviews with 60 men and women who migrated from Africa within

the last 15 years. Interviewers will be recruited from within the re-

spondents’ communities. Interviews will allow researchers to explore

issues in more depth and will attempt to highlight how settlement

and community formation take place.

Research on African immigrants in Vancouver will contribute to our

substantive understanding of issues affecting these immigrants, as

well as smaller ethnic/racialized communities. It will contribute to

our theoretical understanding of intersections of gender, race and

class among migrant populations, and ways in which they actively

negotiate settlement and community under these circumstances.

Finally, it will contribute to discussions around more effective policy

development and settlement services in Canada.

Gillian Creese is the principal researcher on this project, along with
research assistants Edith Ngene Kambere and Mambo Masinda.

“With the exception of

one report … there has

not been any research on

African immigrants in

British Columbia.”
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Demographic Shifts in GovernmentDemographic Shifts in GovernmentDemographic Shifts in GovernmentDemographic Shifts in GovernmentDemographic Shifts in Government
Assisted RefugeesAssisted RefugeesAssisted RefugeesAssisted RefugeesAssisted Refugees
by Leslyn V. Johnson

The Immigrant Services Society of BC (ISS) provides settlement,

community, English language, training & employment serv-

ices to immigrants, refugees and students in BC. Since 1972 it

has helped thousands of individuals and families make a successful

transition to their new home country.

Having resettled that many people, ISS was in the unique position of

having ready access to  raw data on Government Assisted refugees

in the Greater Vancouver Regional District (GVRD).  In 2003 ISS initi-

ated a research project that has produced a snapshot of Govern-

ment Assisted Refugees (GARs) in this region. Using data for the years

1999 and 2003, the research findings reveal a significant shift in both

ethnicity and volume of GARs from the Balkan regions to Africa.

Chris Friesen is Director of Settlement Services at ISS and the per-

son responsible for coordinating the research project. He feels that

the findings will have far reaching implications for municipal social

planners in the GVRD, the immigration policy branch, school boards

and social service agencies. The final document is set for release in

early January 2005 so that the 2004 arrival data and analysis can be

used most effectively by these agencies. For example, 50%-70% of

refugees arrive between September and December each year, and

75% of these arrivals are determined to have special needs (physi-

cal and mental disabilities, lone parent families, post traumatic stress,

unaccompanied minors, survivors of torture). However, according

to Friesen, school boards generally need to submit their staffing and

funding requirements in June and therefore in most cases they are

missing important data and are unable to respond adequately to

the needs of their school districts.

The GAR Snapshot project is only one example of research projects

that ISS initiated in the past year. One other project came out of the

need to profile the refugee population settling in the GVRD in con-

trast to those settling in other regions of the province. Entitled, Faces

of Refugees, Settlement Patterns in the Greater Vancouver Regional Dis-

trict, the project draws on available data from 2002 and 2003. The

data shows that refugees tend to settle in Burnaby, followed by Sur-

rey, Vancouver and Coquitlam. Beginning with statistics collected in

2004, ISS will be digging deeper using gender, age and other settle-

ment indicators to extract a more detailed profile of settlement pat-

terns. Still, another initiative looks at the health needs of convention

refugees and refugee claimants who have accessed the Bridge Clinic

in the past 3½years. This particular research will be completed in

November 2004.

For more information on ISS research projects, contact Chris Friesen
at 604.684.7498 or cfriesen@issbc.org.

Government Assisted Refugees (GARs) Top Five Source Countries - 2003
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• 15% of Canada’s total foreign
student stock

• 18% of total student flow in 2001

• Important levels of study (2001):
- Trade (44%)
- Secondary or Less (33%)
- University (18%)

Permanent Others?: Rethinking
Foreign Students and Tourists in Our City
by Min-Jung Kwak

On any given day in downtown Vancouver, groups of foreign

students walk around chattering in their own language.

Casually dressed tourists with shopping bags in their hands

add to this typical scene of Vancouver’s vibrant downtown. Tourism

and export education are two of the most valuable sectors of British

Columbia’s economy today. In 2001, Citizenship and Immigration

Canada reported that there were nearly 40,000 foreign students

studying in the province, the highest number in any province. BC’s

tourism industry also hosted 6.7 million international overnight visi-

tors who spent more than 4 billion dollars in 2002. The figure repre-

sents one fifth of the total national tourism economy. The economic

impacts of foreign students and tourists are clearly significant.

But what else do we know about the increasing level of temporary

migrant flows to Canada? Why do people from certain nations

choose to visit or study in Vancouver? Why do they come en masse,

particularly now? Is it related to the city’s large existing immigrant

population? If so, what roles do immigrants play in tourism related

industries, and how does this link with the broader economy of Van-

couver? How are these dynamics, in turn, situated within global capi-

talism? Returning to the local level, what are the non-economic

impacts made by temporary migrants, both to immigrant commu-

nities and the wider society? These are the questions that I would

like to explore through my research. Due to the transience, and lim-

ited citizenship rights associated with their temporary status in

Canada, we tend to neglect the long-term impacts of non-perma-

nent residents on the everyday lives of our community, and on policy

domains as well. For example, most social services whether in gov-

ernment offices or Non Governmental Organizations, are directed

towards the immigrant population, but not temporary residents.

Despite their significant economic contributions to the community,

temporary residents are often considered as permanent others. I be-

lieve it is imperative to reconsider the non-permanent population

as an important part of the community.

I pay particular attention to the Korean-Canadian population, one

of the fastest growing ethnic origin groups in Vancouver. My pre-

liminary research revealed many notable impacts by Korean foreign

students and visitors. For example, international education and tour-

ism industries that target students and visitors from Korea have be-

come important sources of business for Korean-Canadian

entrepreneurs. The nature of these industries reflects and reinforces

the transnational linkages of the Korean-origin population in Van-

couver. They have also contributed to the revitalization and trans-

formation of major Korean commercial districts. In addition, an

increasing number of temporary migrants have become permanent

residents in Canada. I have also seen significant interest from non-

permanent residents as well as government officials in

this process.

I will continue to explore Korean immigrant entrepre-

neurial activities in the export education and tourism

industries through field work in Korea and ongoing

research in Vancouver. I hope to shed light on the strat-

egies and efforts that are made by immigrants, tempo-

rary migrants and nation states in the context of global

capitalism.

Min-Jung Kwak is a PhD candidate at the University of
British Columbia. Her research paper “Transnational
Economies of Export Education” was a winner in the
2004 RIIM student competition.

Korean International Student Flows to Canada (1980-2001)

Photo courtesy of KING GEORGE INTERNATIONAL COLLEGE
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Viewing Canada from China
by Sin Yih Teo

Many immigrants form their first impression of Canada way before they actually arrive. It may

result from stories circulated by earlier immigrants, media portrayals, or even through the

promotional rhetoric of immigration consulting firms.

More specific information about

life in Canada usually comes

from family members and

friends who have immigrated or, more recently, through Internet

websites managed by earlier immigrants. While in reality, it is com-

mon to hear of former PRC engineers and accountants becoming

factory workers and dishwashers in Canada - a result largely due to

the non-recognition of their credentials and foreign work experi-

ence - such stories are not always accurately conveyed to China. In-

stead, to prevent their family from worrying or to save ‘face’ amongst

peers, a more partial account may be given. Besides, even in some

cases where the ‘truth’ about the difficulties in finding professional

employment is revealed, potential immigrants may not necessarily

change their immigration decision since they have already devoted

much time, effort and finances to the application process.

Ultimately, a gap frequently exists between the imaginary and real

worlds of Canada, and it is a gap that warrants a closer match be-

tween the objectives and outcomes of Canada’s skilled immigration

policy.

 Sin Yih is a Ph.D. Candidate in the Department of Geography at the
University of British Columbia. This article is based on her Master’s
research, with grateful acknowledgement of the Metropolis Project
(Vancouver Centre) and S.U.C.C.E.S.S.

Often, the circumstances of the home country play a role in shaping

their pre-migration view of Canada. For recent skilled immigrants

from the People’s Republic of China (PRC), a major motivation for

leaving is their quest for personal development, both in terms of

career advancement and the more intangible, but no less signifi-

cant, desire to widen their horizons. Feeling that they have been

imagining the rest of the world from inside a ‘walled city’ – where

exit regulations, though loosening, still exist – they see immigration

as an opportunity to experience life in a refreshingly new environ-

ment. To some immigrants, it is also a means of acquiring better edu-

cation for their children.

Prior to their arrival, PRC immigrants tend to associate Canada with

being part of North America, and a close neighbour of the United

States, which holds a certain allure in China as the land of the ‘Ameri-

can Dream’. Canada itself is frequently linked to a set of images pro-

moted by immigration consulting firms that revolve around its status

as a member of the Group of Seven industrial nations, its scenic

beauty, its excellent living conditions, and its sound welfare and edu-

cational systems. In addition, there are two Canadians who have a

special place in the minds of the Chinese: the historical figure Dr.

Norman Bethune (1890-1939), a doctor who treated many patients

in China during the Second World War, as well as Mark Roswell (bet-

ter known as Dashan, or Big Mountain), a popular media personality

on Chinese television shows.

“they see immigration as an opportunity to

experience life in a refreshingly new environment.”
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Brothers on the Bench
by Leslyn V. Johnson

PostScript

nadian way. Selwyn recalls with humour once receiving an invita-

tion to a party and expecting to go to a lively scene. Instead, he en-

countered soft music, line dancing and the polka.

The Romilly brothers credit most of their achievements to a solid

old-fashioned upbringing by wise parents, hard work and many sac-

rifices. Being modest, they downplay the obvious role that intellect

plays in their success. The witty Selwyn does, however, concede that

he “married well” and acknowledges the support of his wife Lorna.

Recently, the National Congress of Black Women Foundation hon-

oured Selwyn and Valmond for their distinguished service at an event

appropriately titled “Brothers on the Bench.” Speaking at the event,

the Honourable Iona Campagnolo, remarked that the Romilly broth-

ers “have both kept right on moving the yardsticks of change from

the stereotypes of the past toward an acceptance of the strengths

brought by black people to the good of the diversity of humanity

with which this province is blessed.”

The Romilly brothers are yet another shining example of immigrant

success in BC. Their advice to newcomers is simple but profound:

“There are no entitlements here. You have to look for an opening

and then take it.”

Post Script is a Cultures West tradition. Each Cultures West gives
readers a chance to revisit the issues we examined in our previous
edition. Here, we take another look at the journey of an immigrant.

Cultures West would like to thank Nalda Callender, of the National
Congress of Black Women Foundation and both Justices Romilly
for facilitating this story. Thanks also to the Afro News for their
cooperation.

PHOTO BY DAVID-GEORGE

During the 1960s two brothers from Trinidad and Tobago arrived in

British Columbia. They soon created a historic breakthrough as

probably the first black lawyers to be admitted to the bar in this

Province. Their story would be remarkable even if it ended there. But it did

not. Today, Justice Selwyn Romilly presides on the BC Supreme Court. Jus-

tice Valmond Romilly sits on the Provincial Court of BC. These “Brothers on

the Bench” are living proof of just how much immigrants contribute to the

fabric of Canadian society.

Becoming a lawyer was Selwyn’s life long dream, while Valmond was

more interested in the arts. Their father, a high school principal whom

they describe as “a brilliant man”, taught his children that pursing a

profession was the only way to make it in the then British colony.

Valmond learned well and together the brothers set off to study

Law at the University of British Columbia. Selwyn was called to the

Bar in 1966, while Valmond was called in 1970.

After their respective graduations, Valmond articled in Vancouver.

Selwyn was unable to get articles in Vancouver and moved to

Kamloops. Later, Selwyn found employment in Smithers where, at

the time, there was only one lawyer within a 200-mile radius. Recog-

nizing that the community needed more legal representation, the

brothers Romilly opened the law firm Romilly & Romilly and had a

very successful practice.

Selwyn’s career has included stints in education and politics. Few

know that he was instrumental in spurring BC’s Lieutenant Gover-

nor, Iona Campagnolo into her political career or that he was one of

her first campaign managers. In 1974 Justice Sewlyn Romilly was

appointed as a Judge on the BC Provincial Court, and to the BC Su-

preme Court in 1995.

Valmond enjoyed a successful career in private practice and worked

with several human rights and multicultural organizations at the local

and national levels. In 2000 Justice Valmond Romilly was appointed

as a BC Provincial Court Judge.

Along with their tremendous accomplishments, the Romilly broth-

ers faced challenges similar to those faced by newcomers to Canada.

For them, culture shock was huge. While UBC was home to a size-

able West Indian student population, outside the campus it was dif-

ficult to find any kind of “community.” The biggest overall challenge

was fitting into Canadian society and learning to do things the Ca-
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CITIZENSHIP AND CULTURE FUNDED RESEARCH PROJECTS

Commemoration, Redress, and Reconciliation in the Integration
of Immigrant Communities (June 2003)

Explores the extent to which redress actually leads to “reconcilia-

tion” between those wronged and the larger society. Compares

case studies of redress experiences of Japanese interred in

Canada and the United States during World War II.

★ Principal Researcher: John Torpey, UBC.

Unfinished Business? Immigrants’ Citizenship Rights to the City:
A comparison of Sri Lankan Tamils in Vancouver and Toronto
(August 2003)

Examines and compares the struggles for urban citizenship of the

Sri Lankan Tamil communities in Vancouver and Toronto through

the policy domains of urban planning and community development.

★ Principal Researcher: Leonie Sandercock, UBC.

The Canadian Media Response to Terrorism: The Representation
of Ethno-Racial and Religious Groups in the Media, post-

September 11th (May 2003)

Critically examines the Canadian media response to the Septem-

ber 11th terrorist attacks. Explores how ethno-racial and religious

groups were portrayed in the media after 9-11.

★ Principal Researchers: Minelle Mahtani, UBC; John Biles, Metropo-

lis Project Team, Ottawa; Humera Ibrahim, Canadian Heritage.

ECONOMICS FUNDED RESEARCH PROJECTS

Interprovincial Migration of Immigrants to Canada (2003)

Uses data from the 1991 Census of Canada, to show that the na-

tive born tend to move from provinces with a higher proportion

of foreign-born population, while the foreign born are more likely

to stay in provinces with a higher proportion of the foreign born

of the same ethnicity as themselves.

★ Principal Researcher: Barry Edmonston, Population Research

Center, Portland State University.

Criminality and Occupational Choice under Free Mobility (2003)

Looks at criminal behaviour in a general equilibrium framework,

which explicitly models the interaction of immigration policy;

choices about legitimate versus criminal behaviour and migra-

tion decisions.

★ Principal Researcher:  Steeve Mongrain, SFU.

Brain Circulation: China, Canada and the Rest of the World
(March 2003)

Answers the following questions: Do immigrant arrivals to Canada

just (or not) offset the loss of highly skilled Canadian émigrés to

the rest of the world? Do the highly skilled immigrants that ulti-

mately remain in Canada have an inferior (superior) skill set? Fi-

nally, what general Canadian economic conditions and social

institutions exist to keep or propel both highly trained Canadi-

ans and recent immigrant arrivals in Canada?

★ Principal Researchers: Don DeVoretz, RIIM, SFU; Zhongdong Ma,

Hong Kong University of Science and Technology.

The Immigration Triangle: Québec, Canada and the Rest of the
World (March 2003)

Addresses this issue in terms of a brain circulation model under

which immigrants enter a region, acquire more human capital

and decide to remain or leave depending upon the return to this

newly acquired human capital.

★ Principal Researchers:  Don J. DeVoretz, Sergiy Pivnenko and Diane

Coulombe, RIIM-SFU.

Dispersion of Immigrants from Québec (March 2003)

Uses microdata to focus on the redistribution of immigrants who

initially settle in Québec. Studies detail immigrants who moved

to another province in the 1991-1996 period and the annual num-

bers and characteristics of post-1980 immigrants who moved to

another province.

★ Principal Researchers:  Barry Edmonston, Portland State Univer-

sity; Don DeVoretz, RIIM, SFU. 

Sieve or Shield? The Canada-US Border and High Tech Labour

Mobility under NAFTA (April 2003)

Involves understanding how the particular provisions of Chap-

ter 16 of NAFTA deal with temporary labour mobility of North

American professionals across the Canada-US border, with par-

ticular emphasis on the Pacific Northwest region.

★ Principal Researchers: Kathrine Richardson, Ph.D. candidate, UBC.

Identity, Ethnicity and Language in the Labour Market (March

2004)

Uses a Canadian dataset, the Equality, Security and Community

Panel (ESCP) 2001-2002, to explore the connections between eth-

nic identity, language knowledge and labour market process and

outcomes.

★ Principal Researchers: Krishna Pendakur, SFU, Ravi Pendakur, Dept.

of Heritage.

EDUCATION DOMAIN RESEARCH PROJECTS

Pedagogical Models for Inclusion and Equity in Diverse School

Communities (August 2003)

Co-ordinates inquiry into several policy priority themes in the

education domain. Employs ethics of care, identity and socio-cul-

tural approaches to ascertain pedagogical and administrative

practices which counter discrimination and social exclusion in

schools and classrooms.

★ Principal Researchers: June Beynon, Heeson Bai, Wanda Cassidy,

Diane Dagenais, Kelleen Toohey, SFU.
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International Education in the New Chinese Diaspora: Family
Migration Strategies and the Search for Cultural Capital

amongst Middle-Class Immigrants in Vancouver
Examines the role of education in the immigration of middle-class

East Asian families to Vancouver.

★ Principal Researchers: David Ley and Johanna Waters, UBC.

SOCIAL DOMAIN RESEARCH PROJECTS

Through a Gender Lens: Exploring the Intersections between
Elderly Immigrant Women’s Health and Policy in Metropolitan

Vancouver (March 2004)

Focuses on the health and well-being of elderly immigrant

women from the South Asian, Iranian and South East Asian

communities.

★ Principal Researchers: Parin Dossa; Arlene McLaren, SFU.

Neighbourhood and Family Influences on Behavioural and
Health Problems of Vancouver’s Immigrant and Refugee
Children

Examines the associations between neighbourhood influences

and health and behavioural problems of immigrant and refugee

children and in particular, whether family and community cohe-

sion further moderate neighbourhood influences.

★ Principal Researchers: Anne George, UBC; Robert Armstrong, UBC.

Exploring the Determinants of Health Status and Health Care

Utilization among Mid-life Chinese, South Asian, and British
Canadians in the Lower Mainland (June 2003)

Explores the determinants of health status and health care utili-

zation among mid-life Chinese, South Asian and British Canadi-

ans living in the Lower Mainland.

★ Principal Researchers: Karen M. Kobayashi, UBC; Andrew Wister,

SFU.

Settlement Experience and the Live-in Caregiver Program
Two series of in-depth focus groups with Filipino women who

have immigrated to Canada via the Live-in Caregiver Program.

Examines the settlement process after the LCP, and challenges of

family reunification when children rejoin their mothers after years

of separation.

★ Principal Researcher: Geraldine Pratt, UBC.

1. False - Percentages of immigrant ar-

rivals per entry class for the Vancouver

metropolitan area for the 1996-2001

period were as follows: Family class

immigrants - 27.2%; Economic class

immigrants - 67.8%; Refugees - 4%.

2. True - In the Vancouver metropolitan

area, leading mother tongues other

than English or French were as follows:

Chinese - 39.6%; Punjabi - 12.2%;

Tagalog -  4.9%;  German - 4.5%;

Korean - 3.5%.

3. True – 51% of immigrants who arrived

in the Vancouver metropolitan area for

the 1996-2001 period had a University

degree.

4. False – “Lifestyle” ranked only third in

reasons given by applicants in the eco-

nomic class. “Family or friends” was

cited first for economic applicants who

came to BC.

mind buster answers

5. False - In 1996 Hong Kong was the main

country of origin of immigrants to BC, but

stood in 4th place in 2001.

6. False - In 2001 visible minorities living in

the Vancouver metropolitan area, repre-

sented nearly 37% of the total popula-

tion. The Chinese accounted for 9.4%

7. True - Canada is one of the few countries

in the world that allows dual citizenship

and as a result some immigrants have

obtained Canadian citizenship through

naturalization and continued to keep the

citizenship status of their native country.

Of the BC immigrant population in 2001

who have been naturalized, approxi-

mately 12 percent still maintained citi-

zenship of one or more other countries.

8. False - Most recent immigrants to BC are

Christian, totaling 48,505 Catholics and

Protestants for the 1996-2001 period.

9. True - As of 2001, for the last three gen-

erations, the number of female immi-

grants to BC was slightly higher than

that of males, i.e., less than 3%

10.False - The BC Provincial Nominee Pro-

gram is a provincial immigration sys-

tem that allows BC to choose some of

the immigrants it receives. Most Cana-

dian provinces have a provincial immi-

gration program.

The Mindbuster Quiz was prepared by Dr.

Diane Coulombe, of the Vancouver Centre

of Excellence for Research on Immigration

in the Metropolis (RIIM).
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AMSSA Member Organizations

Affiliation of Multicultural Societies and Service Agencies of BC

Abbotsford Community

Services (ACS)

Adult Learning Development

Association (ALDA)

Association des Francophones

et Francophiles du Nord-

Ouest (AFFNO)

Association of BC TEAL

(Teachers of English as an

Additional Language)

Association of Neighbourhood

Houses of Greater Vancouver

(ANH)

BC Association of Social Workers

(BCASW) - Multiculturalism &

Anti-Racism Committee

BC Confederation of Parent

Advisory Councils

BC Heritage Language

Association (BCHLA)

BC Human Rights Coalition

(BCHRC)

BC Settlement and Integration

Workers Association (BCSIWA)

BC Teachers Federation – Social

Justice Program (BCTF - SJP)

Big Sisters of BC - Lower

Mainland

Boundary Multicultural Society

(BMS)

Burnaby Multicultural Society

(BMS)

Campbell River & Area

Multicultural & Immigrant

Services Association (CRMISA)

Canadian Cancer Society –

BC & Yukon Division

Canadian Jewish Congress

(CJC) - Pacific Region

Canadian Mental Health

Association (CMHA) -

BC Division

Canadian Red Cross

Central Okanagan Society of

Immigrant & Visible Minority

Women (COSIVMW)

Central Vancouver Island

Multicultural Society

(CVIMS)

Chilliwack Community Services

Chimo Crisis Services -

Richmond

Collingwood Neighbourhood

House (CNH)

Community Legal Assistance

Society (CLAS)

Comox Valley Family Services

Association (CVFSA)

Cowichan Valley Intercultural

& Immigrant Aid Society

(CVIIAS)

Crisis Centre - Vancouver

ELSA Net

Family Education and Support

Centre

Family Services of Greater

Vancouver (FSGV)

Gay & Lesbian Educators of BC

(GALE BC)

Immigrant & Multicultural

Services Society (IMSS)

Immigrant & Visible Minority

Women of BC (IVMW)

Immigrant Services Society

of BC (ISS)

Inland Refugee Society of BC

(IRS)

Institute for Media, Policy &

Civil Society (IMPACS)

Inter-Cultural Association of

Greater Victoria (ICA)

Jewish Family Service Agency

(JFSA)

Kamloops Cariboo Regional

Immigrant Society (KIS)

Kamloops Multicultural Society

Kelowna Community

Resources Society

Kitimat Multicultural Society

Kiwassa Neighbourhood

Services Association

Langley Family Services

Association (LFS)

Legal Services Society of BC

(LSS)

Little Mountain Neighbour-

hood House Society

(LMNHS)

Mennonite Central Committee

of BC - Refugee Assistance

Program (MCC- RAP)

Mission Community Services

Society (MCSS)

Multicultural Helping House

Society (MHHS)

Multicultural Heritage Society

(MHS) - Prince George

Multifaith Action Society (MAS)

North Shore Multicultural

Society (NSMS)

OPTIONS: Services to Commu-

nities Society – Surrey

Pacific Community Resources

Pacific Immigrant Resources

Society (PIRS)

Penticton & District Multi-

cultural Society (PDMS)

Progressive Inter-Cultural

Community Services

Society (PICS)

Quesnel Multicultural Society

Richmond Intercultural

Advisory Committee

Richmond Multicultural

Concerns Society (RMCS)

Scouts Canada - Provincial

Social Planning & Research

Council of BC (SPARC)

Social Planning Council -

North Okanagan

Society for Community

Development

SUCCESS (United Chinese

Community Enrichment

Services)

Surrey-Delta Immigrant

Services Society (SDISS)

Taiwanese Canadian Cultural

Society (TCCS)

Terrace & District Multicultural

Association (TDMA)

Trail & District Multicultural

Society (TDMS)

Vancouver & Lower Mainland

Multicultural Family Support

Services (VLMMFSS)

Vancouver Citizenship Council

(VCC)

Vancouver Cross Cultural

Seniors Network Society

Vancouver Multicultural Society

(VMS)

Vernon & District Immigrant

Services Society (VDISS)

Vernon Multicultural Association

Volunteer Vancouver

WATARI

West Coast Domestic Workers’

Association (WCDWA)

Westcoast Child Care Resource

Centre – Multicultural &

Diversity Services (WMDS)

YMCA Vancouver International

YWCA Vancouver International


